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"This is a quiz to help you review common Chinese characters you will come across in everyday text. By practicing and reviewing, you can learn 2,538 Hanzi, their meanings and pronunciations. All questions have a timer set between seconds. There are 3 options: guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; also you can have a
word in English and then choose the matching Hanzi. Choose how many questions per quiz. From 3 to 30. The following levels are available: 1 to 8 strokes, 9 to 16 strokes, 17 to 24 strokes, any Hanzi from the list or even your own custom list. You can review any Hanzi to check its pinyin or the traditional form. 3 ways to take a

quiz: guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; Also you can have a word in English and then choose the matching Hanzi. Achievements available to highlight your progress!" Looking for a powerful and easy to use tool to study Chinese Hanzi? This is it. I used this app to review 2000 Hanzi for the Diamond Sutra. I mean
serious reviewing. 5+ months of reviewing. I read this Diamond Sutra over 400 times at that time. So, I am here to tell you it works even though I just use it for studying. It is a super powerful app. I tested it with personal test and took about an hour and it gave me the perfect results. In addition, you can choose between 7

methods of learning: 1.Guess a Hanzi's meaning, pronunciations or the traditional form.2.Guess a Hanzi's sound.3.Guess a Hanzi's sound and the meaning.4.Guess a Hanzi's meaning or pronunciation by guess or read.5.Guess a Hanzi's meaning and the traditional form by guess or read.6.Guess a Hanzi's pronunciation by guess or
read the traditional form.7.Guess a Hanzi's traditional form by guess or read. Get this app to try out. It's free. 1. A screen shot of most commonly used Hanzi for each level.2. A screen shot with the selected Hanzi and its Chinese character.3. A screen shot of the Quiz question.4. A screen shot of "Guess a Hanzi's meaning or

pronunciation by guess or read."

Features Key:
Page grades allows the user to see, at a glance, how much information they've retained

Flashcards can be used to study vocabulary
Word table allows the user to look up word meanings and pronunciations

Unlimited board allows the user to create sets of cards to expand the training vocabulary
Hints can be provided for users who get stuck

Tutorial gives basic introduction to the rules of the game

More than a Quiz
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If you love quizzes, this is for you! Have fun! Features: - This is one of the first quiz games that has a timer between seconds. - A set of levels with a specific level to help you improve. - Up to 30 questions in a quiz. - You can choose which level (from 1 to 8) and how many questions (from 3 to 30). - If you want, you can choose to review
any of the 2,538 Chinese characters in the quiz! - Options: - Pinyin: You can review the pronunciation of the Chinese characters. - Stem: You can review the characters' pronunciation, its pinyin and what part of speech it is. - The Traditional Chinese Alphabet: To review the characters' traditional form. - Review: When you have a question
you don't know, you can review the answer. - Achievements! How to play - You need a device with a camera. You can use your smartphone, tablet, Apple watch, Google, or a smartwatch. - Open the app on your device. You'll need to be logged in. - Choose a level: 1 to 8 strokes; 9 to 16 strokes; 17 to 24 strokes or any one of the list of
2,538 Chinese characters. - Choose how many questions: 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30... - Start the quiz. Please note: This app has a time limit. You need to challenge each character within seconds or your results will not be saved. To check how you are doing, you'll have a overview of the character's results at the bottom of the screen. We hope
you enjoy this app! If you have any comment or suggestion, drop a comment below. Thank you! Visit our website and checkout the other available apps: ChineseColonialFlags by じぇすいゆい Creative Commons — Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported— CC BY-SA 3.0 Music released by Argofox Music provided by AudioLibrary d41b202975
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Hello and Welcome to the "Common Hanzi Quiz"! This game helps you review common Chinese characters you will come across in everyday text. By practicing and reviewing you can learn 2,538 common Hanzi, their meanings, pinyin, strokes and pronunciations. To begin, we need to know the definitions of the words in the first
choice, and you have to choose the correct one. In the next section, you will learn what the character is for and how you pronounce it. All questions are of increasing difficulty. If you want to learn from your mistakes, you can review any one of the 2,538 Hanzi you have already mastered. You can also use the word in English to
choose the matching Hanzi. If you are new to the game, you can choose from the following levels: 1-8 strokes 9-16 strokes 17-24 strokes -Any Hanzi from the list or even your own custom list. If you want to learn from your mistakes, you can review any Hanzi to check its pinyin or the traditional form. Three ways to take a quiz:
guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; Also you can have a word in English and then choose the matching Hanzi. Achievements available to highlight your progress! Features: - All questions have a timer set between seconds. Choose how many questions per quiz. From 3 to 30. - The following levels are available: 1 to 8
strokes, 9 to 16 strokes, 17 to 24 strokes, any Hanzi from the list or even your own custom list. You can review any Hanzi to check its pinyin or the traditional form. - 3 ways to take a quiz: guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; Also you can have a word in English and then choose the matching Hanzi. - Achievements
available to highlight your progress! Let us know what you think about this game by sending a message to Google Play. If you have any suggestion, or if you want to leave your review or review other apps, you can do it here on Google Play: There are also many other games on Google Play, so check the ones you like most. If you
like this game, you can make us proud by giving us a five-star review or
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What's new in Common Hanzi Quiz - Simplified Chinese:

 for English Students Part 6 The image of Chinese characters () may mystify many people, despite many web articles, books, and TV shows claiming to teach them. This is especially true among native
English speakers who are trying to learn Simplified Chinese. A web article by American teenager Ruby Leung explains the secret of How to Chose Plural Characters. To her belief, it depends on knowing
how to choose the right character to begin with. Let me show you why Ruby was wrong! How to Choose Plural Characters Let's assume that you were to translate a long list of Chinese cities or counties
into English by choosing a random English word from a list of paired Simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese characters. If those characters had been further simplified in order to be mapped to the
Roman alphabet, you might have picked a very impracticable list of English words. Too long and too abstract. How to Choose Plural Characters For example, you are translating the name of a city,
ZhongNanSheShi. This is the way you would choose a single or randomly selected plurale. However, if you were translating the character Zhong. You would have no choice but to choose the first pluarale
listed, ZhongCun, which is pronounced: ZHONG NAN SHI. And if you were to pick that random character, you would have to share the translation with the entire circle of Chinese-English language learners
in the world. In fact, you can practically only translate one radical to English under this scheme. Which single Chinese character converts to English. ZhongCun? No, you can't. The first Chinese character in
your list may have the tone (pren) mark, forming a plural character. Sometimes the tone (pren) is always marked, e.g. the character Huànyuàn (黃納岩) which means Yellow Cliff. But the tone mark alone is
not always conclusive. For example, the character Zhào (灸, teeth) uses tone marks on both sides and does not look any different from the pren-marked character, ZhongCun. However, a learner would
know immediately that these two characters do not mean the same, because only ZhongCun means teeth. If you really want to avoid the monotony of the list of characters, you can choose a Chinese word
which has a "double meaning
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How To Install and Crack Common Hanzi Quiz - Simplified Chinese:

Open the file with WinRar
Go to the Install folder
Open the folder named Baseband_1.9.0.1_Xeiteech_Common_Final
 Extract the contents of the zip file to the folder
Read the Read me file
Run commonhquiz-all.bat, Every time you need

then restart your device

I'm not responsible if any unwanted glitch occur!

Enjoy!
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit) - Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E2140 @ 1.6GHz - 1GB RAM - 1280x1024 HD Display (1280x1024 is supported) - Microsoft Silverlight version 9.0.11531.0 or later - Internet Explorer 11 or later - 250MB free hard disk space - DirectX 9.0c-compatible video card - Hardware-accelerated 3D
graphics (hardware
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